HISTORICAL CONTENT
LISBON SIGHTSEEING & HISTORY. INTERACTIVE TOUR
Caravel on Wheels has been chosen by many Schools as an Educational Tour in Lisbon. Ideal for student groups
wanting to explore history while seeing Lisbon top attractions. Our videos are shown on the individual tablets
on every seat. Some are automatically triggered during the tour and others are available for further exploration.

HISTORICAL VIDEOS ABOUT…
 Lisbon in the Roman times– a 3D reconstruction of the ancient Olisipo, where you can see Lisbon Port in the
roman times, the Roman circus, the Roman theatre and what remains today of this time in history.
 The Muslim Lisbon – the importance of Mouraria and Alfama old neighbourhoods, Lisbon conquest and the
history of Lisbon conquest and the muslim hermitage of St. George Castle (Castelo de São Jorge)
 The Age of Discovery – a theme we delve deeply into as we get closer to the Belem area. From the
importance of the Portuguese navigators – true explorers that changed the world map - to the main maritime
routes of the Age of Discoveries, there is a lot to learn. The naval construction industry, the way the
Discoveries changed world gastronomy and introduced many unknown foods, how the Portuguese
influenced the culinary around the world, this is a theme we love. And we will not miss the Belém Tower, The
Monument of Discoveries and the Jeronimos Monastery and to learn about Portuguese heroes of the time
from Prince Henry the navigator to Vasco da Gama.
 Lisbon Great Earthquake of 1755 and the Reconstruction – understand how Lisbon was completely
destroyed 262 years ago and how a new city emerged from the reconstruction that makes Lisbon what it is
today.
 Aqueduct– we unveil many secrets of a less known Lisbon and its underground galleries while we learn the
history of water supply in Lisbon from the Chafariz do Rato, Mãe de Água and the Patriarcal Reservoire.
 Brazil – the importance of Brazil as a Portuguese colony and its independence
 20th Century Lisbon – The Cristo Rei (Christ King) and the Lisbon Bridge construction. The last royal arrival at
Cais das Colunas in Terreiro do Paço – Lisbon biggest square.
And many other stories are told during the tour, from the legend of St. Anthony, the famous Lisbon trams
history, the fire and rebirth of Chiado. We will also understand what you can see in Lisbon museums such as
Museum of São Roque, Museum of Ancient Art, The Coach Museum, the Maritime Museum, Museum of the
Combatant, the Orient Museum and also many Lisbon Churches such as Lisbon Cathedral (Sé), Basílica of Estrela,
São Roque, Santo António, Madalena, São Jerónimo, Nossa Sra. Da Saúde, Conceição Velha, etc.
Audio and Video Guide in 6 Languages:

PRESENTATION VIDEO Caravel on Wheels
Watch our presentation video on youtube:
https://youtu.be/AFlojwL5CD4
KNOW MORE:
 caravelonwheels.com
 facebook/caravelonwheels

WATCH VIDEO:

CONTACT US:
contact@caravelonwheels.com
(+351) 215 955 155
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CREDIBILITY
With thorough research about Lisbon history we had several partners that made the project possible both
providing images and videos and validating historical contents. Among them we are proud to name Museu de
Lisboa (Museum of Lisbon), Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa e Videoteca (Lisbon Photo and Video archive), Câmara
Municipal de Lisboa (Lisbon City Hall), Direcção Geral do Património Cultural (Manages among others the famous
Jerónimos Monastery, the Belém Tower, the National Coach Museum) and many others.
Caravel on Wheels is proud to have as partners:

.

Company Credibility:
Caravel on Wheels is a brand of Eduardo Martins & C. Lda. a company with over 100 years of history with its
roots in Chiado, Lisbon and strong family values.
We have a EU Community licence to transport passengers by coach/bus, we have a special permit from Lisbon
City Hall (Câmara Municipal de Lisboa) to do an historical route in Lisbon, we are registered members of the
Portuguese Tourism Board (Turismo de Portugal) as a tour activity operator and we are members of the Lisbon
Touristic Association (ATL – Associação de Turismo de Lisboa)
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